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02INTRODUCTION

If a blog post lands on the Internet, and no one’s around to 

read it, does it make a sound? The answer, sadly, is no.

Your ultimate goal in creating content is to enhance your 

brand’s exposure and reach prospects who may someday 

become customers. To do that, you’ll need to make some 

noise.

In the world of digital marketing, this is known as Search 

Engine Optimization, or SEO.”   

The truth is, there is no exact science to SEO, but there  

is more to effective search marketing than keyword stuffing 

and backlinks. And you don’t have to be an SEO guru to  

optimize a blog post that will rank with the best of them. 

If you blog with these search-friendly best practices  

in mind, you’ll be on your way to getting found, shared  

and noticed online.
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CHAPTER ONE

Keyword research is essential to determine  which  

relevant words or phrases you want to rank for. If you’re 

starting from scratch, ask people outside your organization 

how they’d search for your products and services. Then, 

plug their responses (plus your own list of terms you’d use 

to describe your business) into a keyword research tool.

Start with
Keyword Research

From competitive research to persona-focused content 

mapping, there are dozens of unique ways to come up with 

keywords. Unfortunately, Google Keyword Planner is no 

longer one of them. But that doesn’t mean you’re out of 

luck. Check out SEMRush, Ahrefs, Keywordtool.io, and Moz 

Keyword Explorer to get started.

HOW TO DO KEYWORD RESEARCH
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04START WITH KEYWORD RESEARCH

Here’s a quick breakdown on what you’ll find in each:

SEMRush: A great tool for both competitive research and your own 

analytics review, SEMrush provides a snapshot of which keywords you 

(or your competitors) are ranking for, how many are driving traffic, and 

where you (or they) rank for each one.

Ahrefs: A paid service, Ahrefs lets you run backlink reports 

for you and your competitors, find popular content by topic, 

and dive deep into keyword suggestions.

Keywordtool.io: A truly free option, Keywordtool.io pulls search 

numbers and keywords from Google, Bing, Yahoo!, and even 

YouTube and provides robust sorting options similar to our old 

friend Google Keyword Planner.

Moz Keyword Explorer: A paid tool created by SEO heavyweight, Moz, 

Keyword Explorer provides custom reports on everything from monthly 

volume and difficulty to priority and opportunity.
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Pro Tip
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05START WITH KEYWORD RESEARCH

CHOOSE LONG TAIL KEYWORDS

Long-tail keyword phrases are generally two to five words 

in length and let you target your demographic using highly 

specific phrases and/or keywords. Long tail keywords are 

less competitive than short-tail keywords, meaning you’ve 

got a better chance of ranking organically.

For example, a Boston-based company that sells specialist 

cakes would do better optimizing for the long-tail keyword 

phrase, “Best German Chocolate Cakes in Boston” than 

the short-tail keyword phrase, “Chocolate Cakes.” This is 

because there are many more results—and many more 

companies competing—for the shorter, more recognizable 

term.

Searchers using long-tail keywords are 
often more qualified prospects, meaning 
they’re more likely to convert.

Tweet This
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06START WITH KEYWORD RESEARCH

Additionally, because long-tail keywords are more specific, 

people using them are often more qualified prospects, 

meaning they’re more likely to convert. Once you’ve 

identified some key phrases, you can implement the 

following on-page strategies to best optimize all of your blog 

posts.
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LONG TAIL

More Specific
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In this context, metadata refers to content that is visible  

to search engines but does not appear to the reader except  

on search engine result pages (SERPs). 

For our purposes, we’ll deal primarily with title tags and  

description tags; and we’ll assume you’re using a content  

management system (CMS) such as WordPress or HubSpot  

to compose your content.

UNIQUE TITLE TAGS

Title tags are the blue links that display on SERPs and  

in the tabs at the top of your browser. Aside from your actual 

content, your title tag might be the single most important 

piece of your optimization puzzle, so spend time crafting a 

good one. It may make the difference between a clickable 

listing and one that gets scrolled past.

CHAPTER TWO

Get Your  
Metadata Right
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Not only do title tags tell your potential website visitors  

what they can expect to find when they click your link, they 

also tell search engines exactly what your page is about. 

To get the most from them, keep  

title tags at or below 60 characters  

(including spaces) and place your  

most important keywords first.  

Resist the temptation to stuff your  

title tag with keywords. Instead, choose  

the one or two that best describe your content to users and 

search engines. Focus on keeping your title tag extremely 

relevant to your content. 

META DESCRIPTION TAGS

Description tags are short sentences (sometimes called 

“snippets”) you see displayed beneath the links (title tags) on 

SERPs. Description tags can also populate the text  

excerpts that display on Facebook and LinkedIn when  

you share your post.

Your description tag can be up to 155 characters  

(including spaces) and should provide a brief  

explanation of why users should visit your page.

08GET YOUR METADATA RIGHT

Your title tag also has important 
social marketing implications. These 
tags populate tweets and titles on 
Facebook and LinkedIn.
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KEYWORD TAGS

Like title and description tags, keyword tags are metadata 

that gets inserted in the <head> portion of a website’s code 

to tell search engines more about the content on a page. 

Unlike title and description tags, keyword tags are a thing 

of the past. 

Due to an abundance of abuses, over-optimizing your  

keyword tags (also called keyword-stuffing) can actually 

have a detrimental effect on your search engine 

results. Even if your CMS provides for keyword tags, we 

recommend leaving this field blank.

09GET YOUR METADATA RIGHT
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HEADER TAGS (H1, H2, H3)

Header tags (usually used as page and  

paragraph headers) assign values to the  

related content using the relative hierarchy the tags imply. 

There is still debate about whether header tags factor 

directly into search rankings but Google says that H1, 

H2 and H3 tags help their search engine understand the 

priorities of a website’s content. 

That tells us that HTML tags do matter; and there’s no harm 

in using your best keywords in your H1 tag, as long as your 

focus is readability first. As a general rule, your H1 tag 

should be your page (or post) title (not to be confused with 

your title tag). Use H2s and H3s as paragraph or section 

sub-heads.

CHAPTER THREE

Additional 
On-Page SEO
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11OTHER ON-PAGE CONSIDERATIONS

IMAGE ATTRIBUTES & FILE NAMING

Images make your posts much more likely to be shared  

on social networks. Every single post on your blog should 

include a high-quality, preferably original image. 

Every image you use should include a descriptive,  

keyword-rich alt text. Alt text is text descriptions of  

an image. Since search engines can’t “read” images,  

they use alt text to get a better idea of what the  

content on your page is about. Because of the increasing 

importance of Google image searches, you should make 

sure every image on your site is optimized with alt text that 

matches (or at least incorporates) the keyword your page is 

focused on.

You should also use a logical filename, incorporating  

keywords where possible. If you’re trying to get found  

for “product design,” for example, you might name  

your image: product-design-template-2017.jpg. 

Optimized images may also show in results for  

image searches. This provides you with yet  

another avenue to potentially attract visitors to your blog.
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12OTHER ON-PAGE CONSIDERATIONS

URL STRUCTURE

URL is an acronym that stands for uniform resource  

locator. It’s the string of characters that most people refer  

to as a web address. For example, www.rakacreative.com  

is the URL for our website. 

A clean URL structure is essential to creating an optimized 

post that will be attractive to both search engines and users. 

The URL is a great opportunity to tell both parties exactly 

what they can expect to find when they visit your page. 

Short URLs with targeted keywords and hyphens (rather 

than underscores or other characters) outperform other  

URL structures every time. 

LINKS

Your blog is the best place to link  

back to relevant pages on your website.  

Don’t go crazy with linking (you don’t want  

to appear spammy or to confuse search engines), but 

do link to pages that can expand on any topics you’re 

discussing in your post. 
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13OTHER ON-PAGE CONSIDERATIONS

Try for between three and six links within each post, and 

spread them out as much as possible. We suggest having 

any outbound links (links that go to websites other than  

your own) open in a new tab so as not to navigate away 

from your page. 

ANCHOR TEXT

In the past, keyword-matched anchor text (the underlined 

word that becomes a clickable link) was essential. Today,  

anchor text still matters (it’s a way to let both users and 

search engines know what they can expect to find when  

they click your link) but as Google’s algorithms grow more 

and more sophisticated, direct-match anchor text  

will take a back seat to more descriptive links.

We say mix up your anchor text a bit. Still include your  

targeted keywords, but play around. For example, it’s OK  

to have your link say “Click here to learn more about search 

engine optimization,” with the whole phrase a clickable 

link, rather than just linking the keyword phrase of “search 

engine optimization.”
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CHAPTER FOUR

Content, Content,
Content

Buyer Personas
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Why are you posting, if not to share really great content? 

Compelling, high-quality, sharable content is at the heart 

of all SEO/content creation goals. Without great content, it 

makes no difference whether your title tags are perfectly 

optimized or your images are appropriately named.

But creating great content isn’t easy. First you’ll need  

to identify your audience. Who are you writing for?  

What specific demographic are you hoping to reach  

with this piece of content? 

Then you’ll need to establish your overall content  

goals. Are you looking to drive traffic to your main  

website or promote a particular product or service?  

How do you hope to turn these leads into conversions? 

Your keyword lists are a great place to start when 

developing a content strategy. Try to create helpful content 

centered on a single topic identified in your keyword or 

persona research.
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15CONTENT, CONTENT, CONTENT

CREATING AWESOME CONTENT

Once you’ve identified those factors, craft your content to 

educate, inform and, of course, generate leads. As you’re 

writing, ask yourself the following questions: 

• Does this content answer a question or start a discussion? 

• How is this content useful to our audience? 

• What makes this content appealing and sharable? 

• What key phrases am I hoping to target with this content? 

• What would make this content successful for my business?

If you keep these questions in mind as you create content, 

you can be sure you’ll end up with something your users 

will want to spend time reading or sharing. Remember, 

always write for humans first. Humans, not search-engine 

bots, are the ones consuming and sharing your content.

AVOID DUPLICATE CONTENT

Be careful about duplicating any content, either from  

your own website or from other sources (like 

manufacturer’s descriptions of products). Google devalues 

duplicate content in favor of unique, fresh information.
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WRITE FOR THE WEB

Finally, remember, writing online is different than writing  

for print. Readers online like to skim, and attention spans 

seem to grow shorter by the year. To make your content as 

easily digestible as possible, be sure to break it up  

into small paragraphs (no more than 3-4 sentences each)  

and use header tags, bullet points or numbered lists  

whenever possible.

Your content should be useful and informational, but  

don’t forget the all important...

CALL TO ACTION

Beloved American poet Maya Angelou famously said, “Ask 

for what you want and be prepared to get it.” Don’t be 

afraid to tell your site visitors exactly what you want from 

them. 

Every post you make should include a call to action (CTA) 

somewhere. Prompt readers to download your white paper. 

Ask them to share the post on social networks. Compel them 

to sign up for your newsletter. Get them to act now, while 

you’ve got their attention. 

16CONTENT, CONTENT, CONTENT
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17CONTENT, CONTENT, CONTENT

Ideally, your CTA will link to a dedicated landing page or 

lead generation form. If you don’t have the ability to create 

those, your contact form should work fine in a pinch.

Visual calls-to-action work best (think a button or image  

with a text overlay), but if you don’t have the necessary  

design skills, at least include a text based CTA with a  

link to the conversion page on your site.

Learn more about how CTAs can  
transform your online marketing 
(see what we did there?)
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WHAT’S THE POINT IN CREATING COMPELLING 
CONTENT IF NO ONE’S AROUND TO READ IT? 

We don’t have to tell you how important it is to share your 

blog post on all your own social networks. 

Like search engines, social networks will look at page’s  

metadata to populate posts. When you share a link on  

Facebook and LinkedIn, your page’s title tag becomes  

the headline of the post and the description tag becomes 

the summary. When you share to Twitter your page’s title 

tag becomes the Tweet content. And so on. 
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19ENGAGE SOCIALLY

If you’d like to control exactly what content gets displayed 

when you share a link, you’ll want to use Open Graph tags. 

Many social networks (including Facebook, LinkedIn, and 

Twitter) use Open Graph tags to pull and display a range of 

content types, from images to prices. Check out this post  

to learn more about the different types of open graph tags. 

Sharing on social networks is the first step in getting your 

content out there. The trickier part is getting your readers  

to engage socially. 

Some brands find it useful to engage their readers in the 

comment section of their blog by asking them questions. 

Asking for your readers’ input shows them that you value 

their opinions and that you really are writing for them.  

You might find that when your readers are directly involved 

in the conversation, they’re more likely to “like” or share  

your content. Comments are not as active as they once were, 

however, so you’ll need to study your audience to see if that 

kind of engagement makes sense in 2017 and beyond.
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20ENGAGE SOCIALLY

MAKE SOCIAL SHARING EASY

To that end, encourage your readers to share your content 

by making it really, really easy. By including social sharing 

buttons in your blog template, you can ensure that each 

and every post will be optimized for social interaction. 

Some popular social buttons include: 

• “Like” or “Share” (Facebook) 

• Tweet (Twitter) 

• Pin it (Pinterest) 

• +1 (Google Plus)  

• InShare (LinkedIn) 

• ShareThis (All)

Have your web developer add your social sharing buttons,  

or, if you’re confident in your abilities to do it yourself, grab 

the sharing code snippet from any social network and add  

it to the page yourself.

And it doesn’t stop there! Be sure to engage with your  

audience via those same social channels. You started  

the discussion, so it’s up to you to contribute as it  

continues to gain traction.
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21ENGAGE SOCIALLY

YOU CAN DO IT!

Whew! That’s a lot to consider, but don’t get overwhelmed. 

Your CMS should provide you with fields for all the metada-

ta you need to fill in, and writing will get easier the more  

frequently you post.

As Google continues to update its algorithm to combat  

web-spam and other unsavory SEO techniques, the most 

important thing to remember is to be human! By provid-

ing unique, usable content with the above best-practices in 

place, you’ll create search-friendly blog posts to increase 

your business’ online reach.

And don’t forget to contact Raka with any questions or  

to learn more about search engine optimization and social 

media marketing for your business.

Encourage readers to share your 
content by making it easy. Add 
dedicated social sharing buttons to 
your blog’s template.
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Connect With Us

START GETTING FOUND TODAY!
Click here for a free consultation with our SEO team.

Contact Raka
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